The new Uber
for Business
How to make the most of the
new features
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Let’s get on the road
to success
The new version of Uber for Business is inspired by how
customers have been using our product. While customers
have always depended on Uber for their business travel,
they also started using Uber for Business to roll out
commute programs, late-night rides, candidate travel,
delivery, and much more. New features make it easy to roll
out these travel programs throughout your company while
improving the business travel experience.

Read on for step-by-step instructions that’ll get you up and running on
the new version of Uber for Business, including:

Setting up groups and travel programs to

Giving employees a specific allowance

enable business travel, commuting, customer

for Uber trips

travel, late-night travel, and much more

Setting which vehicles are in policy and

Examples of new travel programs you

when trips can be taken

can roll out

How to set up Travel Programs

How to set up Groups

With the new version, you can assign specific travel

New features make it easy for you to create groups of

programs to different groups of people.

travelers that make sense for your business.

SEE PAGE 3

SEE PAGE 4

Ideas to get you started

Frequently asked questions

A few examples on how to use these new features to

What do my employees see when we add permissions

make your travelers happy.

and rules to Uber for Business?

SEE PAGE 6

SEE PAGE 8
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How to set up Travel Programs

Rules
Set the rules you’d like individuals to follow when they request using this program.

With the new version, you can assign specific travel programs to

Expense Code

Are they required to take a trip?

different groups of people.

Spend Allowance

How much will your company cover?

Locations

Where can your employees travel to and from?

a group, all trip taken will be checked against those rules before they

Time

When can your employees travel?

get taken. This means no more out-of-policy trips!

Vehicle

Which vehicle types can your people use?

A travel program is a set of rules. Once you’ve assigned a program to

Setting up travel programs
To set up specific rules (like vehicle class) for specific groups, follow
these steps:

1

2

Click the “Uber Travel” tab

Name and describe your travel
program (required)

3

4

Choose the rules you want for this

Assign this Travel Program to a

specific program

Group (or Groups)
Note: Your employees will see the name
and description of this travel program.
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How to set up Groups
New features make it easy for you to create groups of travelers that make

The result: You set the

sense for your business.

policy, and no longer

A group is a collection of people – so you can set different travel programs with
different rules for groups like executives, interns, or salespeople. A person can

have to worry about
out-of-policy rides.

only be in one group. Putting people into groups makes it easier to manage
their travel! You can assign customized travel programs to each group, like
what kind of car they can take or a specific amount of money per trip.

Creating a group
You can create as many groups as you’d like, but each person can
only be in one group. To create a group, follow these steps:

1

2

Click “CREATE GROUP”

Choose the Uber service you want your
group to use
4

3

4

If you have multiple travel programs,

Name and describe your group

choose which programs you want to

Note: The group name and description will only be

assign to this group.

seen by your Uber for Business administrator.

Adding people
To add people to a group, follow these steps:

1

2

Click the “People” tab

3

4

Select the right group for this person
Note: by default, all employees will be added
to a General group.
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Click “INVITE”
Note: You can also add people in bulk with a
.CSV file by clicking “IMPORT”.
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Click “Add people”

Enter first name, last name, and email

Ideas to get you started
Everything works together so that when your travelers take a trip, Uber for
Business checks all of their travel programs and allows the ride if everything is
in policy. If the ride is out-of-policy, your travelers will be asked to ride on their
personal profile.
So, how can you use these new features to make your travelers happy? Here
are a few examples.

Take a safe trip home at night
If your employees are working late, they could use a comfortable
ride home. Here’s how you can be the hero.

Program Name
Leaving work late

Description
Get home safe and sound if
you’re working after 8:30!

Groups
Applied to all of your groups
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Rules
Set the rules you’d like individuals to follow when they request using this program.

Expense Code

not required

Spend Allowance

“No, cover the full cost of these rides”

Locations

From the permitted locations (address of your office)

Time

Weekdays from 8:30 PM to 6:00 AM

Vehicle

Limited Vehicle Types (Shared Rides & Economy)

Complete the last-mile from the train
station to your office
If you have commuters arriving at the train station with no easy way to
complete the “last mile,” here’s how you can help them.

Program Name
Train Station Travel

Description
An easy way to travel
between the train station

Rules
Set the rules you’d like individuals to follow when they request using this program.

Expense Code

not required

Spend Allowance

“No, cover the full cost of these rides”

Locations

To or from the permitted locations (address of your office, etc)

Time

Weekdays

Vehicle

Limited Vehicle Types (Shared Rides & Economy)

and the office.

Groups
Applied to all groups

An Uber allowance to commute to work
Are you tired of paying for expensive shuttles? Are your commuters frustrated
by the rigid schedule and limited pickup/dropoff locations? Give your
commuters the option of getting to work with Uber!

Program Name
Daily Commute

Description
Push a button, get to work

Rules
Set the rules you’d like individuals to follow when they request using this program.

Expense Code

not required

Spend Allowance

$200 per month

Locations

From the permitted locations (address of your office)

Time

Weekdays

Vehicle

Limited Vehicle Types (Shared Rides & Economy)

Groups
Applied to all groups that
include commuters
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Frequently asked questions

What do my employees see when we add travel
programs and rules to Uber for Business?
When traveling on their business profile, Uber
automatically checks to see if there are any rules
that need to be considered when an employee
requests a ride, such as location, time, and vehicle
type. If the ride matches all applicable rules, your
employees see nothing out of the ordinary—they
request a ride as normal.

What happens if an employee travels out
of policy?
If an employee requests a ride that is in conflict with
any rules you have applied, they will be prompted to
travel on their personal account instead.
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What happens if two or more travel programs
apply to the same trip?
If someone tries to take a trip that could apply to
more than one travel program, the employee will
be asked to choose before requesting the ride.

Enjoy the ride
The new Uber for Business dashboard makes it easy for you
to define how your team uses Uber—and everything is made
easy for your travelers via the Uber app. Get started today!

Need more information? Learn more at :
UBER.COM/BUSINESS
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